
R
emember Bo Xilai ? He
is, of course, the former Polit-
buro member and Chongqing

party chief who last year
was at the heart of China’s big-

gest political scandal since the 1976 arrest
of the Gang of Four. For months, party
leaders have been quietly stewing about
how to handle his case in a way that will be
consistent with their ideological prefer-
ences and claims to respect the rule of law.
Now, an “internal report” suggests that Bo
may finally be put on trial next month. 

On March 15 last year, Xinhua
announced that Bo had been removed as
Chongqing party boss. It was the first
public step towards his political demise,
which began with his police chief Wang
Lijun’s sensational February 6
attempt to defect to the US consulate office
in Chengdu , and continued with the
subsequent stunning announcement that
Bo’s wife, lawyer Gu Kailai , was
being investigated for murder. 

On April 10, the Politburo ousted Bo
from its ranks and from the party central
committee. It did so, Xinhua reported,
because of Bo’s “mistakes and responsibil-
ities” in the cases of Wang and Gu and his
other “disciplinary violations”. Although
party leaders had assured the public that
Bo’s case would be handled “strictly
according to law”, he was already in the
custody of the party’s feared Central Com-
mission for Discipline Inspection, not
government law enforcement agencies. 

After six months of such “party justice”,
consisting of incommunicado detention,
intense interrogation and secret investiga-
tion, and party leaders’ endless covert,
see-saw negotiations about his fate, on
September 28, Xinhua announced that the
Politburo had stripped Bo of party mem-
bership and that he had been transferred
to government prosecutors for criminal
investigation. 

By that time, Gu had been convicted of
murder in a brief, carefully orchestrated
trial that notably never mentioned Bo, and
Wang had been convicted of defection,
bending the law for personal gain, abuse of
power and receiving bribes. 

The September 28 Xinhua announce-
ment surprised those who believed that Bo
might not be prosecuted but instead treat-
ed like former party secretary Zhao Ziyang

. Zhao, deposed during the 1989
Tiananmen tragedy, spent his last 16 years
in illegal but comfortable “soft detention”. 

To justify turning Bo over for criminal
investigation, Xinhua listed the discipline
commission’s conclusions. Yet the accu-
sations were vague, and some bore no
relation to crime. Bo had “seriously viola-

ted discipline” as Dalian’s
mayor, Liaoning’s 

governor, minister of com-
merce and Chongqing’s chief,
and had “abused his powers”
during both the Wang incident
and the Gu murder case, “com-
mitting serious mistakes and
bearing major responsibility”.
He had also helped others profit
and had himself received mas-
sive bribes. In addition, he
maintained “improper rela-
tions” with many women, and
violated organisational and
personnel regulations. All this
“gravely damaged” the party,
the country and the people. 

After September 28, little has
been said officially about Bo’s case.
On October 26, Xinhua belatedly report-
ed that the Supreme People’s Procurator-
ate had decided to open an investigation
and take unspecified “compulsory mea-
sures” against Bo, and on November 4, it
said the party central committee had con-
firmed the Politburo decision to expel Bo
from the party. Since then, Xinhua has
been silent, and it has thus far not con-
firmed the “internal report” of an impend-
ing trial.

To be sure, at least until recently,
China’s social media and the foreign press
have been awash with rumours, planted
stories, gossip and speculation. Yet some

helpful books and essays have been pub-
lished, and a few facts are established. For
example, although we may not be certain
that Bo has resisted pressures to confess
and grown a beard in protest, he has
retained two able defence lawyers, who
have reportedly not once met him! 

Bo’s legal status remains murky. We do
not know what “compulsory measures”
have been taken against him or when they
began. We know he has not been released
on the Chinese equivalent of bail. No
formal arrest or indictment has been
announced. 

It is probable that Bo, like many other

political suspects, including Nobel Prize
winner Liu Xiaobo , was initially
subjected to “residential surveillance” –
not in his own Beijing residence but in a
special facility controlled by the security
apparatus. Until the country’s new Crimi-
nal Procedure Law went into effect this
year, such confinement would have been
unlawful. In any event, its duration is lim-
ited to six months, which have expired. 

As in Liu Xiaobo’s case, Bo might have
subsequently been subjected to the usual
criminal procedures that begin with
detention or arrest and proceed to indict-
ment and trial. The time for approval of
arrest, however, would have expired by
now. It is possible that an arrest has been
approved without public announcement,
which would give the prosecution roughly
half a year more before having to decide
about indictment. 

Perhaps the Standing Committee of
the National People’s Congress has
granted an unannounced exception to
prescribed time limits. Perhaps legal offi-
cials are simply awaiting party leaders’
instructions before erecting a rationale for
Bo’s pre-indictment confinement. Some
famous political offenders have been held
for longer periods.

Party leaders, whatever their views on

constitutionalism and judicial indepen-
dence, might easily disagree about the
detailed issues that prosecution involves.
Should Bo only be charged with bribery,
abuse of power and embezzlement, as the
“internal report” indicates? What kind of
“public” trial should he have? Should it be
extensive and televised like that of the
Gang of Four, or truncated and
regimented like that of Gu Kailai? Can Bo,
formerly a feisty person, be guaranteed to
follow a script without displaying the
impact of confinement’s coercion? How
circumscribed should defence lawyers be?
What punishment should be imposed? 

Have party leaders already agreed? If
not, when this summer they convene their
traditional beach conclave at Beidaihe,
can Xi Jinping forge a consensus?
Does he need to put Bo’s trial behind him
before this autumn’s direction-setting
third plenary session of the party central
committee? What will Bo’s case tell us
about broader policies? One thing is
certain – Xi has not forgotten Bo.

Jerome A. Cohen is professor and co-director 
of the US-Asia Law Institute at New York
University School of Law and adjunct senior
fellow for Asia at the Council on Foreign
Relations. See also www.usasialaw.org
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The survival of elephants has never looked so
gloomy. Last Friday, Hong Kong customs
announced the interception of one of the

biggest consignments of illegal ivory in recent years.
Altogether, 1,148 tusks were uncovered. Disturbingly,
many of the tusks were reportedly taken from young
elephants. Can African elephants survive the current
madness of illegal poaching? 

Worldwide concern is warranted. Hong Kong has
been made one of the gateways for shipping
contraband into the mainland and other places. Last
October, Hong Kong intercepted the biggest
consignment of ivory, weighing more than 3.7
tonnes. 

These seizures only intensify the suspicion that
individuals or businesses in mainland China are
behind this assault on elephants. And critics are
pressing China to do more to stop the carnage. The
belief that China has been implicated in 40 per cent of
ivory smuggling cases in recent years is telling
evidence that demand in China is driving the
slaughter on the African continent. 

What are the factors underlying the Chinese
demand for ivory? Economics has been singled out as
an explanation. True. China’s swelling middle class is
sweeping across the world for luxury goods that
include ivory. Wealth alone, however, cannot explain
the seemingly insatiable Chinese appetite. 

China’s outdated wildlife protection law offers a
clue. The law prioritises wildlife utilisation over
conservation, and ivory artefacts are prized exhibits
decorating guest houses run by the Chinese
government. Ivory chopsticks are still used at official
catering events. And, China was a major buyer of the
“one-off” sale of ivory stock sanctioned by the
Convention of the International Trade in Endangered
Species of Wild Fauna and Flora (Cites) in 2008. 

Ivory artefacts are legally sold under a state permit
system. Yet, according to an investigation, the system
has been violated by some traders for illegal sales. 

What can the Chinese government do to help the
global fight? Humane Society International, a US-
based animal protection organisation, has written to
China’s General Administration of Customs and
other agencies, and recommended the following: 
● Launch an independent audit of China’s legal ivory
trade system; 
● Encourage Chinese customs to strengthen
inspection of imports from Africa and penalise
businesses knowingly mislabelling banned imports;
● increase co-ordination with customs offices of
African nations where elephants are found; 
● encourage ivory carving businesses to use synthetic
materials; 
● increase the manpower and resources for forestry
police and the customs to better enforce wildlife
protection laws and policies; and
● consider destroying confiscated stocks to show
China’s commitment to combat illegal ivory trade.

Hong Kong customs needs to follow up on its
investigation and co-ordinate with its African
counterparts and other international enforcement
networks to prosecute the syndicates behind the
imports. China must be part of the global effort to
save the elephants – before it is too late.

Dr Peter J. Li is an associate professor of East Asian politics 
at the University of Houston-Downtown. Iris Ho is wildlife
campaign manager at Humane Society International
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Sunday’s election in Japan
delivered victory for the
Liberal Democratic Party

coalition and a clear
endorsement for Prime Minister
Shinzo Abe, paving the way for
bold changes. 

Will Abenomics continue?
What could a resurgent Japan
mean for others in Asia?
Optimism is palpable. Since Abe
came into office late last year,
the economy has grown and the
stock market has hit new peaks.
This has been driven by stimulus
– with the Bank of Japan’s
quantitative easing and
increased government spending
as the first and second “arrows”
of Abenomics. 

Now, however, comes the
third and hardest part: structural
reform and increasing
productivity. Priorities include
bringing women into the
workforce, educational reform,
emphasising innovation and
cutting red tape. Financial
consolidation and raising tax
revenue is also critical, given the
high level of public debt. 

None of this is easy, and will
be resisted by vested interests. 

There is also suspicion that
Abe’s true ambitions are not
economic reform but to raise
Japan’s security capacity.
Pursuing such ambitions will
dissipate Abenomics and should
be resisted. Any Sino-Japanese
turbulence can negatively affect
Asian co-operation.

Much will depend on
American policy. But others in
Asia will do well to tell Tokyo
clearly that tensions are not
appreciated. The present need is
for dialogue on financial
policies. 

Asians should also keep
encouraging Abenomics,
through economic agreements –
the US-led Trans-Pacific
Partnership and the Regional
Comprehensive Economic
Partnership, which is centred on
Asean and brings in all major
Asian countries. Tokyo is a key
player, given that the US is not in
the latter grouping, and China
now stands outside the former. 

Concessions garnered in the
agreements can help Abe push
through the pain of structural
changes, with the agreements

serving as external anchors to
domestic reform. 

Reform and these economic
agreements can also transform
how the Japanese economy
relates to the rest of Asia, and
especially the Association of
Southeast Asian Nations. Take
investments. Abenomics is
triggering a resurgent interest in
Asean. Early signs include
Toyota’s US$2.7 billion
commitment to expand
production facilities in
Indonesia. 

There is also potential for
more two-way flow, for other
Asians to invest in Japan.

Deregulation and a single
window of procedures will be
needed. But if the yen is lower
and stable, and the economy
growing, Japan will have its
attractions. Reform can also
open the society for more Asians
with skills to work and study
there. 

A reforming Japan can set the
pace again for its regional
competition. A softer yen has
already led to Korean companies
complaining about their eroding
price competitiveness in export
markets, and, in some areas,
Japan offers a combination of
technology, know-how and low-
cost capital that China cannot
match.

When he came into office,
Abe made the point of visiting
Asean countries first. A new
Japanese-Asean partnership can
be forged. Yet even if Abenomics
succeeds, there will be no return
to the days when Japanese
invested in Asean for cheap land
and labour and dominated the
region, with little competition. 

A revitalised Japan will
benefit the region but its future
relationship with a rising Asean
must be more two-way, and
woven into wider regional
integration.

Simon Tay is chairman of the
Singapore Institute of International
Affairs and associate professor 
at the National University of
Singapore Faculty of Law
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While an appreciating
renminbi may have
taken the sting out of

the Sino-US currency quarrel,
the issue has not quite gone
away. Come the autumn, when
Chinese leaders meet over major
reforms, we can expect the
liberalisation of exchange rates
to accelerate. 

How to put the country’s
foreign exchange reserves to
better use is also likely to be on
the agenda, following the State
Council’s recent call for their
innovative use. 

The growth of these reserves,
from US$600 billion 10 years ago
to US$3.5 trillion as of June this
year, has been stunning. As the
biggest holder of US dollars,
China must carefully consider
how it may best use them.

This vast sum is no windfall,
of course, as it reflects renminbi
liability. And the costs to
maintain the exchange rate
system have also been high. To
manage it properly, China must
draw on the successes of other
economies and build for itself a
system that works.

First, a change of mindset is
due. Foreign exchange reserves
are generally seen as savings that
could be used in times of crisis,
to pay off exports and foreign
debt if needed. Thus, when
considering ways to invest them,
safety is prized over high returns. 

But because of the size of
China’s reserves, a freer hand is
possible: the government could
keep, say, US$1trillion as savings
to ensure liquidity and meet
short-term needs, and invest the
rest for returns. 

But how and where should it
invest? A survey of the many
existing sovereign wealth funds
would be instructive. A well-
managed corporate structure is

a must, for a start. The fund
must tap professional expertise,
institute a sound system of
carrots and sticks, and be open
to competition. It must have
long-term vision, and ensure
timely disclosure of information
and robust supervision. 

Singapore’s Temasek
Holdings is one successful
model. Despite a bumpy ride in

the early years, it has done well
by holding firm to market
principles. In its recently
announced annual results, the
company said total shareholder
return averaged a healthy 16 per
cent in 39 years of operation. 

China’s management of its
foreign exchange reserves has
also had its share of ups and
downs, but there are signs of
progress. 

When the People’s Bank of
China set up the state-owned
investment company, Central
Hujin Investment, 10 years ago,
it intended to use it not only to
support bank reform, but also to

push for the professional
management of financial assets,
leading to financial reform. But
for various reasons, this model
of management didn’t go far. 

The inception of the China
Investment Corporation six
years ago marked the birth of a
true sovereign wealth fund for
China. Though it is undoubtedly
heading in the right direction,
the CIC is hobbled by the terms
of its inception. For its funds, it
relies on the foreign exchange
reserves bought with the special
bonds issued by the Ministry of
Finance. The cost of this money
is high, while it may invest only
in low-risk, low-return financial
products. This mismatch has
limited its operations.

Last year, the State
Administration of Foreign
Exchange (SAFE) set up a co-
financing office to facilitate the
use of its reserves to support
Chinese companies expanding
abroad. Such experimentation is
important. When setting up the
office, SAFE said it would adhere
to market principles. 

Through the Central Foreign
Exchange Business Centre,
which it set up to manage the
reserves, it has taken steps to
hire the right expertise and
ensure asset allocation meets
market needs. 

But such units have their
limitations, because they are not
companies subject to modern
management rules; they can’t
thrive in a competitive
international environment. And

in this case, the centre may also
be understaffed: in other
sovereign investment
companies, each employee
manages about US$500 million
to US$800 million worth of
funds. In comparison, SAFE’s
investment team is about 400-
strong, and each manages about
US$8.5 billion. 

Well-managed sovereign
investment companies are a
trend China would do well to
follow. To do so, it must adhere
to modern management
methods, overcome the
influence of interest groups and
learn from international
experience. 

Given the size of China’s
foreign exchange reserves, SAFE
could consider setting up several
investment entities that target
different markets and serve
different investment goals. It
may also consider injecting
more funds into the CIC to be
channelled into several
independent, competitive
investment organisations. 

The recent news that Norway
is considering splitting up its
huge sovereign wealth fund is
noteworthy. 

Once properly set up as legal
entities, these investment
companies will have to abide by
clear lines of command and
accountability. Only through
market reforms can the
management of China’s foreign
exchange reserves meet the goal
of not only benefiting Chinese
people today, but also the
generations to come. 

Without market discipline, China risks
squandering its wealth of forex reserves 

Hu Shuli says the government must
look at restructuring its sovereign
investment companies to compete 
on the global stage for better returns 
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